Social Permaculture Portfolio
Klaudia van Gool
About me
I teach permaculture design and facilitate the design
process for groups and individuals. I have a particular
passion for People Care and personal observation &
development skills and incorporate deep nature
connection skills and elements of ceremony into my
work, which has taken me to a variety of countries,
including Lebanon, Palestine, Italy and Estonia.
I taught the first People Care PDC with Looby Macnamara and Stefan Geyer at
Brazier’s Park in 2012 and a People Care intensive with Looby and Peter Cow at
High Heathercombe in 2013.

People Care PDC, Brazier’s Park 2012
I have taught 31 Permaculture Design Courses (Feb ’17) to over 700 students,
plus 13 intros and many workshops. I am a tutor for the Diploma in Applied
Permaculture Design.
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I am a facilitator of Eco-constellations, The Work That Reconnects & Active Hope
and a Resilience practitioner, bringing connection with self, others, nature and
spirit and personal resilience and strength.
I have been involved with the Art of mentoring since 2011 as a participant and
facilitator. I assisted on the Nature Connected Leadership course with Mark
Morey at Schumacher College and have been involved in the organising group to
take the Art of Mentoring forward in the UK. I have done several online courses
and events with the 8 Shields Institute.
Since 2013 I have been studying indigenous, connected leadership skills based
on the Lakota Woptura lineage, associated with the 8 Shields Institute, and other
indigenous, ceremonial practices.

1st built & held Inipi, Lakota Sweat lodge, Jan 104
I participated in a year-long bush craft course and survival quest and have run
nature connection experience & rites of passage camps for girls and women.
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Women’s Wild Hearth camp, fire making. Picture by Vanessa Bonnin Jul 2016
I am interested in wild foods & medicines, gardening, bush craft and ceremony.

Timeline
Date
2005
2006
200609

Training
Introduction to Permaculture
Patrick Whitefield
Sustainable Land Use &
Permaculture design course
Patrick Whitefield
Diploma in Applied Permaculture design

2007present

2009

Delivery experience

Designing

Permaculture teaching: introductions,
PDCs, Sustainable Land Use course,
workshops
Diploma tutoring, design & facilitated
group design & coaching
The Work That Reconnect Facilitation
course

2009present
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Date
2011
201012
2011-2
2013present

Training
Solution focused Communication
Trackways year course bush craft,
survival, philosophy and quest
Art of Mentoring

Fire making workshops, cordage, knife
skills
Art of Mentoring & Nature connection
community intros & Women’s Wild
Hearth camp
People Care PDC, Brazier’s Park with
Looby Macnamara and Stef Geyer

2012
2013

Delivery experience

Facilitation Development Adventure –
The Work That Reconnect and ecoFacilitation year course

2013
2013present
201416
2014
201516
201516
2015
2016
2016
2016

Training with Sal Gencarelle –
Leadership Initiation / Lakota tradition
Energy healing

People Permaculture immersion with
Looby Macnamara & Peter Cow
Facilitation sweat lodges and other
advanced connection practices
Ongoing healing sessions

Mark Morey, Nature connected
leadership, Schumacher college
Eco-constellations

apprentice

NVC & compassionate communication

Sessions on PDC

Social permaculture –Starhawk, Looby
Macnamara, Robin Clayfield, Peter Cow,
Robina McCurdy
ICF coaching

Apprentice, assistant

Eco-constellations workshops

Coaching practice
Social permaculture design workshop Green Earth Awakening

Resilience practitioner training Chris
Johnstone

2007present

Taught 31 PDCs, 13 intros,
31 workshops

Social / invisible / non-land-based Designs
1. Introduction to Permaculture 2007
2. Ongoing various Life & work efficiency designs, including marketing,
future site to live & work, regenerative business
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3. Teaching and spirituality, coached design with Stefan Geyer 2012 & quick
design 2015
4. Education working group, teacher’s network 2014, with Peter Cow
5. Coached design, Keeping momentum
6. Women’s Wild Hearth 2016
7. Ease of movement 2016
8. Facilitator’s Pathway Design 2017

Reflections
What went well
● I have increasing confidence in the merit of using the permaculture design
process for People Care & social designs, having done more than 8 designs to
date with some sub-designs, particularly in the life-work area.
● I have also gained confidence in myself as a social designer and feel I’m
somewhere between consciously and unconsciously competent in the
Competence cycle
● As design frameworks I have used both SADIM, the Design web and a
combination. I still tend to work in a similar order to SADIM, even when using the
Design web.
● I feel quite fluent in the use of the design web and have come to appreciate
anchor points that add a richness to the designs, like Pattern, Momentum,
Appreciation & Pause
● I’ve benefitted from the different perspectives the designs throw up through the
process and from the design outcomes.
● I adopted Looby’s learning about how important it is to name the design right, in
terms of aspirations, rather than identifying the problem. For example I had a
design named Sciatica (healing) design and the sciatica went really well. I have
renamed this the Ease of Movement design.
● I enjoyed using the design web for coaching sessions, facilitating a design for
someone else and also experiencing being coached. It gives both structure and
flexibility.
● I have enjoyed bringing in other patterns & principles, such as the 8 Shields
archetypal patterns and think they are helpful design & life tools., ensuring
natural flow & development and the principle of Highest use
● It has been enriching being part of Thriving Ways and having an extra incentive
for designing, documenting, learning from each other, giving feedback, cocoaching and disseminating designs and learnings and doing a Facilitator
Pathway design, Timeline of social permaculture and portfolio with reflection.
What’s been challenging
● Feeling the extra pressure of monthly Thriving Ways meeting & meeting the
requirements for being a full member (see above)
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● Drawing a boundary around the Facilitator’s Pathway design as it seemed such
an opportunity to bring in many other life/work aspects
● I find designing electronically hinders the ability to keep an overview of the
whole process
● It also reduces creativity: I prefer to some working on (large) paper & with
coloured pens
My bigger visions is being a social permaculture specialist
● Using social permaculture as a tool in design coaching practice
● Offering People Care / Social design facilitation for group design & individual
designs in group workshops / courses
● Being an unconsciously competent designer
● Being a highly skilled social designer/coach/facilitator by developing my skills and
experience further through continuing to practice and trying out new design
tools
Next Achievable steps
● Disseminating the portfolio & designs in a diversity of ways: some on my website,
sharing on other platforms, presentations on PDCs and other events
● Continue to offer & develop practical social permaculture design workshops, on
PDCs and other events
● Continue to explore social permaculture design tools in groups
● Complete Pathway design with some creative process
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